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Insurance maps provided insurance underwriters with risk information, eliminating the need for the underwriters to personally inspect properties under construction. The maps also
prevented heavy liability concentration by allowing underwriters to see at a glance how many buildings in the same block
or section of town carried coverage with their agencies. Today, a
different clientele uses insurance maps. Historians, historical
architects, land planners, demographers, preservationists, urban
planners, market analysts, genealogists, and local historians are
among those who are finding these maps valuable to their fields.
The South Dakota Historical Resource Center has available to
researchers an impressive collection of South Dakota insurance
maps produced by two companies, the well-known Sanborn Map
Company of New York and a Minneapolis-based company known
as the Fire Underwriters Inspection Bureau.
Fire insurance maps originated in England in the late 1700s
and came into popular use in the United States by the mid-1800s.
George T. Hope of the Jefferson Insurance Company of New York
City is generally considered to be the founder of American insurance mapping. In 1850, Hope began mapping New York City,
using the services of William Perris to make the surveys and
prepare the maps. A committee of insurance associates selected
by Hope to supervise the project established the format, colors.
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and symbols that became the standards of insurance cartography.'
Post-Civil War expansion provided an increasing need for fire
insurance and fire insurance maps. D. A. Sanborn, a
Massachusetts surveyor and civil engineer, quickly realized the
significance of such maps to the underwriting industry and
established the D. A. Sanborn National Insurance Diagram
Bureau in 1867. In 1876, it was incorporated as the Sanborn Map
and Publishing Company, and in 1899, it merged with the firm of
Perris and Browne to become the Sanborn Perris Map Company,
Limited. In 1902, the name was changed to the Sanborn Map Company. By the end of the nineteenth century, the Sanborn Map
Company dominated the insurance map industry." Their competition consisted of local companies who published maps of towns
too small for Sanborn to consider or provided current maps of
communities for which Sanborn maps had become outdated. The
Fire Underwriters Inspection Bureau in Minneapolis was such a
company.
Founded in 1894 by Walter I. Fisher, the bureau was first
known as Minnesota and Dakota Fire Underwriters. Through the
years the name changed several times: in 1904, to Minnesota and
North Dakota Fire Underwriters: in 1909, to General Inspection
Company; in 1923, to General Inspection Bureau; in 1933, to Fire
Underwriters Inspection Bureau; and in 1972, to Insurance Services Office of Minnesota. The firm published insurance maps for
communities in Minnesota, North Dakota, and South Dakota.'
The Sanborn maps at the Historical Resource Center were
donated in the 1950s and 1960s by the Library of Congress. The
Fire Underwriters maps were donated in the summer of 1979 by
the Insurance Services Office, Minneapolis, Minnesota. In content
and appearance, the two groups of insurance maps are quite
similar. Using the standard format, the maps show the street layout and individual buildings, usually at a scale of fifty feet to one
inch. Different colors are used to distinguish the type of building
material; for example, yellow indicates a frame building, red a
brick building, and blue a stone building. Symbols identify windows, doors, fire hydrants, fire alarms, chimneys, elevators, and
1. Walter W. Ristow, "United States Fire Insurance and Underwriters Maps,
1852-1968," Quarterly Journal of the U.S. Library of Congress 25 (1968):198.
2. Ibid.. p. 202.
3. Tbe above information was compiled by John Walstrom, Map Curator, Minnesota Historical Society. Saint Paul.
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the like." It should be pointed out that these maps do not show
ownership. The underwriters would often pencil in policy
number, amount and type of insurance, and expiration date of
policy on the property insured by their company.' Who owned the
other buildings was not important. However, on a mercantile
block, some buildings were identified either by name (Lincoln
Hotel) or by type of business (dry-good store, blacksmith shop).
The early maps of Deadwood show, as one would expect,
numerous saloons, gambling rooms, and "female boarding"
houses. Perhaps more interesting are the number and location of
the Chinese laundries and homes. Some ofthe former enterprises
still flourish in Deadwood, but the Chinese community has virtually disappeared. While this information was intended to aid in
calculating insurance risks, it now provides valuable information
for historians.
Although the content and appearance of the two groups of insurance maps are similar, the communities each company chose
to map and the time periods covered are quite different. The Sanborn maps cover 82 communities in South Dakota during the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. While there is only one
map for Carbonate (1887), the rest of the communities are
represented by several maps, each for a different year. This
variety of dates provides detailed documentation of each city's
growth and development. A quick look at the number of sheets
required to map a community gives a good impression of how
quickly, or slowly, a community grew. The town of Custer was
mapped on one sheet in 1891; by 1923, it still required only one
sheet. Sioux Falls, on the other hand, required three sheets in
1883, but by 1924, the city filled a bound volume containing
seventy-six sheets.
The Fire Underwriters maps cover 369 smaller communities in
South Dakota. Some maps date as early as 1918, but the majority
of these maps are from the 1950s and 1960s. Except for Alpena
and Kranzburg, each town is represented by only one date." Some
of the Fire Underwriters maps are reduced in size, and the scale
is one hundred feet to one inch. (The Sanborn Map Company also
reduced the size of its maps in 1951, but the Historical Resource
4. Sanborn Map Company. Description and Utilization of the Sanborn Map
(Pelham, N.Y.. 1940).
5. Ristow, "Fire Insurance and Underwriters Maps," p. 204.
6. The company may have discarded earlier maps, keeping only the most recent
ones.
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Center does not have any of the smaller Sanborn maps.) Due to
the smaller size of the towns mapped by Fire Underwriters and
the larger scale they used, all of these maps are on one or two
sheets.
Changes in underwriting procedures brought about a gradual
decline in the use of insurance maps, and the Sanborn Map Company stopped publishing new maps in 1961. Improved fire protection and stronger building codes reduced the risk of major fires,
thus reducing the need for detailed maps. The maps were expensive to buy and maintain, cumbersome to use, and required large
storage areas. The introduction of the line-card system, which
provided the same information on small, easy-to-use cards, also
caused many companies to discontinue use of the maps.^
For more information on insurance maps or a list of communities and dates for which the Historical Resource Center has insurance maps, contact the Historical Resource Center, Memorial
Building, Pierre, South Dakota; telephone (605) 773-3615.
7. Ristow, "Fire Insurance and Underwriters Maps," pp. 213-16.
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